City of Mountlake Terrace

Urban Tree Guide

Why plant a tree? What is the benefit and to whom? A well planted and well
maintained tree can add value to your property, reduce your energy costs in the summer, provide insulation in the winter, increase the aesthetics of your neighborhood, as
well as provide shade, pleasing fall colors, habitat for native animals, or even provide
privacy from neighbors. Identifying your reasons for planting a tree can be a great first
step to selecting the right tree to meet your needs and to fit well with your property.
The purpose of this guide is to help identify reasons to plant trees and objectives
that will help you plan for the right tree in the right place. It will teach you successful
techniques for planting and care. It will help you to identify elements of each tree and
to make a successful selection of a tree that meets your needs, fits the site, and that will
provide years of enjoyment!
When you understand what tree (or trees) you want on your property it will help
to narrow down the types of trees available to meet your needs. Additionally, the physical aspects of your property will influence what sort of tree would be best suited for your
property. (To help identify the physical constraints of your property, see the “Right Tree,
Right Place” section of this guide.)
To pick the right tree for your purposes, it will help to consider all of the elements
of your site prior to planting. This will help ensure a suitable tree is planted in an appropriate location, and that it does not become a problem in the future. After you have
identified your specific needs and site characteristics, you can use the City of Mountlake
Terrace “Recommended Residential Tree Planting List” to select a specific tree.
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Why Plant Trees
Trees will improve your quality of life!

Image

Improve Health and Wellbeing.
Save on Energy Costs.
Increase Home Value.
Increase Air, Water, and Soil
Quality.
Attract Wildlife.
Pleasing Colors and Foliage.
Create Pride of Place.
Live More Sustainably.

Trees will increase the quality of life for you and those around you. Medical studies have established that the presence of trees can improve emotional and psychological health, reduce blood pressure,
stress, and cortisol levels. Trees put people at ease. Beautiful colors and foliage create a pleasing atmosphere, helping establish a comfortable life. Pleasant living environments encourage residents to walk
more, leading to more neighborly contact and interaction, and even a reduction in crime.
Properly planted trees can reduce heating and cooling costs of a home by as much as 15 – 35%1
and can increase property value upwards of 6%. Trees increase the quality of our air, water, and soil2.
They produce oxygen and help to remove airborne pollutants. Leaf and root systems reduce erosion and
allow clean water to percolate into streams and groundwater aquifers. These systems support environments for plant and animal life that will replenish the soil. Songbirds and small mammals are attracted to
trees for the food and shelter that they provide.
_________________
1

Urban trees in the US save $6.3 billion in air-conditioning costs, equal to 64.5 billion kilowatt hours of energy, or about 30
million tons of coal.
2
Urban trees remove about 711,000 metric tons of air pollution per year in the US; air quality impacts are valued at $3.8
billion. Those trees store 770 million tons of carbon, valued at $14.3 billion. A single 32ft ash tree will produce two thirds of the
oxygen required by the average person annually. Trees can reduce runoff induced erosion by up to 600 times and can absorb
30 – 60% of precipitation.
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Right Tree, Right Place
Plan before you plant.

Tree Location Considerations:

Call 811 before you dig!
Utilities are marked for free! Just
call a few days in advance of your
planting project to request the
location of underground utilities.
Land line: 1-800-424-5555

Deciduous trees planted to the south and west of a
building help keep it cool in summer. In the winter,
the now leafless trees allow for sunlight to warm the
building.
Evergreen trees along the north side of a building
can slow cold winter weather winds, and reduce heat
loss.
Keep fruit bearing trees away from the street, sidewalk or driveways to avoid fruit falling where people
drive or walk.

Recommended distances for planting near infrastructure and right of way.

Tree Height -- 40’ or More

Tree Height -- 20’ to 40’

Tree Height -- 25’ or Less

Recommended Setback
of Trees
From: of trees from:
Recommended
minimum
setback
Face of the curb
3.5 ft.
Driveway edge		
7.5 ft.
Fire hydrants		
5 ft.
Roadway edge
10 ft.
Street light poles
20 ft.

Underground Utility Ducts
Utility Poles			
Buildings, Walls, Fences
Sidewalks			
Overhead Wires		
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5ft.
10 ft.
10ft.
2 ft. for small trees only; 8 ft. preferred
25 ft. (varies on private property)

Choosing Your Tree
A guide for which trees to consider.

This section is to help you choose which tree(s) to plant. Use the Tree Attribute Checklist in the
next section to identify the tree characteristics you want. Then refer to the Recommended Tree List. The
complete tree list can be accessed by following the link in the Additional Resources section of this guide.
The list reflects trees that have been successful in urban areas and tend to be non-invasive. The list is organized into small, medium, medium/large, and large trees. The trees are further categorized by minimum
planter width needed, mature height and width, general characteristics, and special needs. Selections
from this list are highlighted in the Featured Trees section of this Guide, and represent a select number of
trees that have shown to be successful in urban conditions.
The tree list is not comprehensive. While the trees listed are those that the City of Mountlake
Terrace recommends, there are many other varieties of trees that could also be appropriate in an urban
setting. However, certain tree species are prohibited in order to protect city infrastructure (sewer, water,
storm systems, streets, sidewalks) driveways, and home foundations. The tree list identifies common prohibited trees. To be sure the tree you are interested in will be suitable for your situation, it can be useful to
talk to a local nursery or arborist.
Average Mature
Height [Feet]*

*NOTE: These heights reflect average growth in the urban environment. Trees may grow taller and wider depending on the location.
Open areas and natural landscapes will allow for more growth.

60

40

20

Shrubs

Small Trees

Medium Trees

Med/Large Trees

Large Trees

Understanding soils.
It is important to know the general type and composition of the soil on your property. Soils in
Mountlake Terrace vary considerably between different areas within the city, ranging from very sandy,
to dense clay. Soils that are heavily composed of clay will be especially susceptible to compaction, which
will restrict the flow of water, air, and nutrients through the soil. Sandy soils will generally allow for better
water and air flow, however soils consisting entirely of sand will tend to allow water and nutrients to flow
through too fast for the tree to pick up all of the benefits. Once you determine the general soil composition
of your site, you can then choose a tree appropriate for the given soil type, or amend the soil to suit the
tree.
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Tree Attribute Checklist
Know your location and know your tree.
Types of Tree (select one)
oo deciduous, e.g., maple
oo needle-leaved evergreen, e.g., fir
oo broadleaf evergreen

Location (if near building)
oo north side
oo east side
oo south side
oo west side

Tree Functions (select one or more)
oo accent or specimen tree
oo screening & privacy
oo shade
oo windbreak
oo wildlife habitat

Wind
oo windy
oo sheltered
Soil
oo sandy
oo clay
oo something in between
oo unusually moist
oo unuasually dry
oo poor draining
oo fast draining
oo potential for compaction

Tree Shapes (select one)
oo cone-shaped or pyramidal
oo horizontal or wide-spreading
oo round
oo columnar, upright or narrow
oo vase-shaped
oo weeping
Characteristics (select one or more)
oo flowers
oo interesting leaf (shape, color or texture)
oo interesting bark (color or texture)
oo fall color
oo other (fruit, fragrant, medicinal, etc.)

Pollution
oo near busy street
oo near other pollution sources
Special Environment
oo street tree
oo overhead wires
oo nearby buildings/structures
oo near driveway, sidewalk
oo other special conditions (list):
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Light Conditions
oo sun
oo shade
oo partial shade

*This checklist will assist you in determining what general characteristics would make a tree ideal for your property. After completion, this information can be used along with the recommended tree list in order to choose specific species. Adapted from A
City Among the Trees, City of Seattle Urban Forestry Coalition, 1998.
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Featured Residential Trees
Large trees.

Native to regions in Eastern Asia, the Kasura Tree is
a deciduous tree and an excellent choice for shade
planting on residential properties. Grows best in
moist, well-drained soils. This tree typically reaches
heights of 40-60 feet in the urban environment, with
a canopy spread of 20-40 feet (avoid planting under
overhead lines). Its heart-shaped, rounded leaves emerge reddish
purple in the spring, changing to green in summer and to various
shades of yellow and red in the fall. The leaves grow directly out of
the trunk as well as along the branches, resulting in a dense and
full canopy. Additionally, the dry autumn leaves give off an aroma
of cinnamon when crushed.

Large

40-60 ft

Cercidiphyllum japonicum – “Kasura Tree”

Fagus sylvatica – “Green or Purple Beech”

Large

50-70 ft

These long-living, majestic deciduous trees are commonly planted for their visually appealing characteristics, and can make beautiful and valuable additions
to your property. Beech trees do well in full sun and in
moist, well-drained soils, however they can persist in
many different soil types. Their oval, dense canopies
make the green and purple varieties ideal for shade and privacy
on your property. In the urban environment, they typically grow to
be 50-70 feet tall, with an average spread of 40 feet (avoid planting under overhead lines). The glossy green and/or purple colored leaves change to an attractive copper-brown in the autumn,
making them an ideal choice for ornamental trees, with their
silvery, smooth bark providing aesthetic beauty even in the winter.

This fast growing maple has quickly become one
of the most desired trees in the country, and has
been chosen as the preferred street tree in the
town center. True to its common name, the Autumn
Blaze Maple’s rich, medium green leaves turn bright
orange-red in the fall. Mature specimens in the
urban environment can reach upwards of 50 feet, with a canopy
spread of around 30-40 feet (avoid planting under overhead
lines). The rounded, dense canopy can provide both shade and privacy on your property. They grow best in well-drained, moist soil,
and can tolerate conditions ranging from full sun to partial shade.
The Autumn Blaze Maple is known for its beauty, but also for its
structural integrity and high tolerance of pollution, which makes it
a good choice in urban environments.
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Medium-Large

40-50 ft

Acer freemanii x jefferson – “Autumn Blaze Maple”

Featured Residential Trees
Medium trees.

This variation of the American White Ash tree is
well suited for urban environments and is often
used for shade and aesthetics in parks, residential properties, and open spaces. They grow best
in deep, moist, and well-drained soils, however
they adapt to different soil types. Preferring direct
sunlight, the Autumn Applause Ash will reach heights of roughly
40 feet, with a canopy spread of 25-30 feet (avoid planting under overhead lines). The feathery, green summer foliage turns to
a beautiful shade of purple in the autumn months, Its compact,
rounded canopy provides both shade and privacy, making this a
great choice for residential properties.

40 ft

Medium-Large

Fraxinus americana – “Autumn Applause Ash”

These red maple varieties are fast growing and
popular trees, with glossy deep green leaves,
turning to brilliant red-orange in the autumn.
Tolerant of full sun to partial shade, the “October
Glory” and “Red Sunset” red maples will grow 4550 feet tall, with a canopy spread of 25-35 feet.
While they prefer moist, well-drained soils, these robust trees
will adapt to many different soils types and are drought tolerant.
Small clusters of flowers emerge in the spring, and their small,
red fruits provide food for birds and other wildlife. The rounded,
dense canopy makes these a good medium sized shade trees, or
simply as an ornamental or specimen tree.

Medium

45-50 ft

Acer rubrum – “October Glory” or “Red Sunset”

The “Greenspire Linden,” a variety of Little-leafed Linden, is another great choice for residential planting.
Its oval structure makes it able to provide both shade
and privacy for your property. Growing best in full
sun or light shade, these trees will grow 40-50 feet
tall, with a canopy spread of 30-40 feet. While they
prefer moist, medium-dense soils, they will adapt to various soil
types, and will tolerate relatively dry conditions once established.
Attractive yellow flowers emerge in early summer, providing a nice
accent against the shiny, green leaves, which also turn a pleasant shade of yellow in the fall. Due to their quick growth rate and
high resilience to urban stresses, these are well suited for use as
street trees in urban environments.
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40-50 ft

Medium

Tilia cordata – “Greenspire Linden”

Featured Residential Trees
Small trees.

15-25 ft

Acer palmatum – “Japanese Maple”

Small

These beautiful and versatile trees are ideal small
trees for residential planting, and have been cultivated for various uses for many centuries. Though
many varieties exist, all exhibit extraordinary leaf
properties. Leaves emerge purple in the spring,
changing to green in the summer, and deep red-orange in the
fall. The leaf shape and seasonal color make them an excellent
choice for ornamental planting near your house, or if you choose
one of the larger varieties, along the street. Generally growing to
be 15-25 feet tall, with a rounded canopy and spread of about 20
feet, Japanese Maples grow best in partial shade, and in moist,
well-drained soils. While many varieties are single-stemmed small
trees, some are multi-stemmed shrubs, which can be nice alternatives for planting in beds and near your house.

Many types of Stewartia make for good, urban
compatible species, ranging from single-stemmed
trees to multi-stemmed shrub varieties. They stand
out amongst most other trees due to their exfoliating bark, which peels off in beautiful shades of
orange and gray throughout the year. The white flowers contrast
with the deep green spring and summer leaves, which transition
into blazing reds, yellows, and purples in the autumn months.
Most varieties do well in full sun to partial shade, and in moist,
well-drained soils. They are relatively slow growing, reaching
heights of 20-25 feet, with a canopy spread of 15-20 feet. Ideal
for landscaped and ornamental planting, Stewartia specimens
provide year round beauty and aesthetic value to your property.

20-25 ft

Small

Stewartia

15-25 ft

Cornus kousa var. Chinesis -- “Chinese Dogwood”
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Small

This variety of “Chinese Dogwood” is an excellent
choice for ornamental and specimen planting on
residential properties. Its four-pointed, white flowers emerge relatively late in spring, and its dark
green summer foliage turns to gorgeous shades of
purple and scarlet in fall months. These trees will
grow between 15-25 feet tall, with a canopy spread of roughly 25
feet. They prefer full sun to partial shade, and can tolerate minor
drought conditions once established. “Chinese Dogwood’s” grow
best in moist, well-drained soils, although they can adapt to
compacted soil varieties. Additionally, their pinkish-red, small fruit
provides food for song birds and other small animals.

How to Plant
Giving your tree a healthy start.

Step 1: Before you plant
Make sure the soil around your trees roots
is moist. Take your tree out of the container or burlap sack. Be as gentle as possible
with the roots. Keep the soil ball intact. If
you have a bare root tree make sure your
hole is wide enough so that the roots can
be spread out.
Step 2: Prepare the planting hole and soil
Make sure the hole you dig is 2 to 5 times
wider than the width of bare roots or the
root ball. The hole should be at least 4
feet wide but 6 feet is preferred. Sloping
the sides of your hole will support the root
growth.
Step 3: Put your tree in the ground
Add soil and tamp it down. Do not fill the
soil up past the flare of the tree.
Step 4: Mulch
Cover the area around the base of your
tree with wood chips or mulch, 3-4” thick
for a distance of at least 18” and up to 3
feet away from the trunk of your tree. Keep
the mulch 4 - 6 inches from the tree trunk.
Recommended mulch types are woodchips, pine needles, or shredded leaves.

Keep Mulch 4-6 inches away from trunk

Mulch 3 - 4 inches thick

Mulch area 18 in. to 3’ ft. from tree

Dig to
the
depth
of the
root
ball

Step 5: Water
Give your tree a deep watering after planting to help the tree settle. Water the tree
regularly the first 2 years to held the roots
get established.

Prepare a hole that is at least 4 to 6 feet
wide. 2-5 times width of the root ball.
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How to Care for Your Tree
Proper tree maintenance.

How to Mulch Properly:
Mulch an area at least 18 inches wide around the
entire tree and keep it weed free throughout the
life of the tree (see image).
Benefits of Mulching:
• Valuable to health of your tree. Insulates the
soil; protects against temperature changes.
•

The mulch is a barrier against weeds so there
will be limited root competition for your tree, it
also can prevent soil compaction.

•

Avoid bark mulch. Recommended mulch types
are woodchips, pine needles, or shredded
leaves.

Do Not Prune Your Newly Planted Tree For At Least
One Year! Then, some corrective pruning may
be necessary, such as removal of dead or broken
branches.
Before You Prune:
Consult local resources for advice on small pruning tasks. Removal of large limbs or trees should
be done by a licensed professional, who should
contact the City about permit requirements.
For additional resources on pruning please see
the Resources section at the end of this Guide.

Keep mulch 4-6
inches away
from trunk

Spread mulch over width
of planting hole to a diameter of at least 18 inches

Maximum Depth of 3 to 4 Inches

Watering:
Your newly planted tree will need immediate watering. The roots will be concentrated around the root
ball, so focus on watering that area.
Once your tree is established, which may take one
to two years, you can water less frequently. Focus
the water around the outer edge of the tree canopy
where the roots extend to.
Tips:
Water deeply rather than frequently. Tree roots are
often in the upper 18-24 inches of soil. A deep irrigation should meet a tree’s need for 10 days to four
weeks. Stop watering when runoff starts, and allow
enough time between watering for oxygen to infiltrate
the soil.
*Watering frequency and intensity will vary with the
age of the tree and seasonal changes. Be mindful
and inform yourself about the specific needs of your
tree. Local nurseries are a valuable resource.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Permit information and other questions to help guide your tree planting.
Q. Do I need a permit to remove a tree on my private property?
A. No. Tree removal permits are typically not required in Mountlake Terrace. How
ever, trees located in a Native Growth Protection Area (NGPA), or “green 		
belt” require prior city approval. Check at City Hall to confirm.
Q. Do I need a permit to remove a tree in the right-of-way adjacent to my property?
A. No. However you should always contact the City. Sometimes the Public Works
Department arranges for removal of certain trees in the right of way that have be
come hazards or obstacles.
Q. Do I need a permit to plant in the right-of-way adjacent to my property?
A. No. However prohibited trees and any trees or plants with invasive roots are not
allowed on, or within, 10 feet of the public right-of-way.
Q. Do I need a permit to plant a tree on my private property?
A. No. The Recommended Tree List can assist you to select an appropriate tree
and to avoid a prohibited tree.
Q. Who is responsible for your tree?
A. The owner of the property where the tree is located is responsible for the tree
and any impact it has. This applies to the impact your tree may have on utilities,
public right of way, and possibly, your neighbor’s property.
Q. What is the Public Right-of-Way?
A. The Public Right-of-Way (ROW) includes all public streets, public sidewalks, and
areas reserved for future streets, sidewalks, and public infrastructure. The ROW
also includes greenspace lying between the public street and sidewalk, and front
property line.
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Frequently Asked Questions?
Continued from previous page.

Q. Where is my front property line?
A. To accurately determine the location of your front property line, and any other
property line, requires a professional survey. However, a reasonable determination
of where the front property line is can be made using other resources such as 		
maps and road improvement information and water meter locations. Contact City
Hall for a plot plan and any available information to assist you.
Q. Who maintains the trees in the ROW?
A. Generally, it is the duty of the adjacent property owners to maintain and care for
trees in the ROW between the street and private property.
Q. Who is responsible for tree damage to sidewalks?
A. The homeowner whose tree or other vegetation is doing the damage is
responsible.
Q. What happens when tree roots damage underground utilities?
A. When trees with invasive roots damage storm lines, sanitary sewer lines, water
lines, or any other underground facility, the owner of such planting is required to 		
remove the tree, and is held liable for all repair and replacement costs for City-owned
facilities.
Q. Who do I contact if my tree(s) grows into the power lines along the street?
A. Call the Snohomish County PUD (Public Utility District) at 425-783-1000 to report
the situation.
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Resources
Recommended Residential Tree List
City Hall, Office of Community & Economic Development
425.774.6266
http://www.cityofmlt.com (ADD SPECIFIC LINK ONCE KNOWN)
Arbor Day Foundation
Comprehensive resource for choosing a tree, tree planting and care, 		
and general tree information.
http://www.arborday.org
Mountlake Terrace Library
23300 58th AVE W Mountlake Terrace WA 98043
Piper’s Creek Nursery
Bothell nursery specializing in urban use of native plants.
http://www.piperscreeknursery.com
Plant Amnesty
Useful for information on plant maintenance and pruning.
http://www.plantamnesty.org
Snohomish County Master Gardener Foundation
Local group that provides guidance for plant purchasing and hosts
informative gardening events.
http://snomgf.org/default.aspx
Swanson’s Nursery
Large Seattle-based nursery with wide selection of native and exotic plants.
http://www.swansonsnursery.com
University of Washington Center for Urban Horticulture
Great resource for a more in depth study into urban horticulture and urban
forestry practices.
http://depts.washington.edu/uwbg/visit/cuh.php

Utility Location Services:
Cell Phone: 811
Land line: 1.800.424.5555
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Enjoy Your New Tree!

Additional Citations
22 Benefits of Urban Street Trees, Dan Burden, 2008.
A City Among the Trees, City of Seattle Urban Forestry Coalition, 1998.
Benefits of Green Space, Environmental Health Research Foundation, 2011.
City of Bellingham Tree Planting Guide.
Comprehensive Plan Environment Element: Excerpts Regarding Trees
Economic Benefit of Trees, PNW & Friends of Trees, 2009.
Seattle City Forest: An Owners Manual.
Sustaining America’s Urban Trees and Forests, US Department of Agriculture, 2010.
Urban Forest Forum: Making a Place for trees, Vol.8, No.4, 1988.
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